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ABSTRACT 
Introduction and past research: In previous work we presented an algorithm for automatically 
identifying the body segment to which an inertial sensor is attached during walking [1]. Using 
this method, the set-up of inertial motion capture systems becomes easier and attachment 
errors are avoided. The user can place (wireless) inertial sensors on arbitrary body segments. 
Then, after walking for a few steps, the segment to which each sensor is attached is identified 
automatically. To classify the sensors, a decision tree was trained using ranked features 
extracted from magnitudes, x- y- and z-components of accelerations, angular velocities and 
angular accelerations.  
Method: Drawback of using ranking and correlation coefficients as features is that 
information from different sensors needs to be combined. Therefore we started looking into a 
new method using the same data and the same extracted features as in [1], but without using 
the ranking and the correlation coefficients between different sensors. Instead of a decision 
tree, we used logistic regression for classifying the sensors [2]. Unlike decision trees, with 
logistic regression a probability is calculated for each body part on which the sensor can be 
placed. To develop a method that works for different activities of daily living, we recorded 
18 activities of ten healthy subjects using 17 inertial sensors. Walking at different speeds, sit 
to stand, lying down, grasping objects, jumping, walking stairs and cycling were recorded. 
The goal is – based on the data of single sensor — to predict the body segment to which this 
sensor is attached, for different activities of daily living. 
Results: A logistic regression classifier was developed and tested with 10-fold cross-
validation using 31 walking trials of ten healthy subjects. In the case of a full-body 
configuration 482 of a total of 527 (31 x 17) sensors were correctly classified (91.5%).  
Discussion: Using our algorithm it is possible to create an intelligent sensor, which can 
determine its own location on the body. The data of the measurements of different daily-life 
activities is currently being analysed. In addition, we will look into the possibility of 
simultaneously predicting the on-body location of each sensor and the performed activity. 
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